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Wisdom of our People
April 9, 2016 Axe of Perun

We’ll go through some of our racial Knowledge and Wisdom. It is good to actually go back
and understand the Intelligence of our People, rather than to listen to modern day lunatics
or read a Semitic book of nonsense. Refreshing, to say the least. These ones are Slavic
proverbs.

A good painter need not give a name to his picture, a bad one must.

Interesting  how Jewish  degenerate  art,  which  has “progressed”  its  way into  our  daily,
“modern” art,  always requires a god damn name or label. You have seen it  before, all
those idiots standing in front of a canvas with one single color and nothing else on it; I
mean how much must your IQ drop to actually stand in front of such crap with amazement
– or even start to wonder and imagine what this single color should represent. Then you
compare it to the name/label and start to come up with explanations and possible hidden
meanings behind this one god damn color – the Jew who drew it might even come to like
one of your meanings and sell it as such. Sick, degenerate art – nothing but Chaos – I
even saw once a piece of work where the canvas had only white color on it with the word
“art”. I mean – come on. Get the fuck out of here!

Each country has its own tradition.

Why,  those god damn European Pagans –  who are  they to  talk  about  countries  and
traditions? What exactly is tradition anyways – the transmission of customs or beliefs from
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generation to generation, or the fact of being passed on in this way. A long-established
custom or belief that has been passed on in this way.

What are we going to pass on to the next generation? Multi-culturalism? Diversity?
How are those long-established customs? As a matter of fact – our own Race itself – is a
long-established tradition that has been passed on generation to generation – if we go
extinct, there is nothing that we will pass on. There is Natural hierarchy in everything – we
find it in logic and truth as well. If the White Race doesn’t exist anymore, the whole idea of
Tradition and passing on itself doesn’t exist either. If the White Race is gone, whatever is
left of us in terms of technology, books, movies – whatever – and stolen by non-Whites – is
not tradition anymore. They can only continue a Lie and say that they made all that stuff.
The same way Blacks today, brainwashed by Jews, are trying to sell us the idea that they
invented everything, that they were the Egyptians, that god damn Beethoven was a Black
man – and so on. Lunacy. Idiocy.

In general, Jews have managed to destroy our Sense and Perception of “Country”, that is
to say Nation, therefore we feel no obligation to advance or keep any Traditions. Without
tradition,  there  is  no country;  without  country  there is  no  living space for  our  People;
without a living space, we cease to exist.

The greatest oaks have been little acorns.

Ah, such refreshing simplicity! Notice how all these sayings are direct, simple, natural. No
hidden bullshit,  no intentional  speaking in parables – simple Wisdom expressed in the
most basic way. But, there is great symbolism in this saying – as the little acorn finally
begins to grow – it also Roots itself. A reason why our People accepted the Tree as a
symbol of their own racial Organism as well – the people are rooted to the land.

Wherever you go, you can’t get rid of yourself.

Has both a positive and negative meaning attached to it. Wherever the White man has
gone he has created civilization, brought light to the world and advanced the other races
into the future. Wherever the Jew however goes we find Chaos, Destruction, Death, Lies,
Usury – the Jew can’t get rid of himself. In modern days – this saying would actually be
considered racist. Or, I can already see this application of it: A White man can’t get rid of
being White – what a privileged racist nazi scum that White man is.

Where two people fight against each other, the third one wins.
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The Jewish art of War, right? Them being the 3rd person, of course. There has yet to be
a war in which god damn Jews are directly involved – even when they declared war on
Germany,  they had the rest  of  the World attack them while  drinking cocktails  in  other
Nations.

Keep learning because knowledge is the key to might.

I  wonder who is currently winning the knowledge-war in our struggle and fight? I  also
wonder why there are so many supposed “pro-white” characters who think that spreading
knowledge about the Truth is simply a waste of time – in other cases they would even
suggest that we have to “out-jew the jew”; but I guess when it comes to countering the
Jewish propaganda – then we simply shouldn’t try to stop the Jew – let them brainwash
our people.

When two are doing the same, it isn’t the same.

The more you read, the more you realize why the Jews have to literally annihilate our
Race in order to accomplish their plan. Since our inception, we were the total opposite
force of them.

The bird is known by its flight.

Reminds me of another one: You can take a lion out of the jungle, but you can’t take the
jungle out the a lion. Very similar in its meaning. What is the flight of the White race?
This is something we should be asking ourselves more – What is the sound of the White
race? How do we walk? How do we laugh? How do we look like? We basically have to re-
educate our own People and make them interested into their own kind again – we have
fucking people going to the most dangerous areas of the planet to see an animal or plant –
but they refuse to see the beauty of their own people. We even made Humans god damn
fly.

Good brotherhood is the best wealth.

Indeed it is. All my life I have been going around trying to find a group of people that will
work together, protect each other, love one another, help each other – I tried relentlessly
and have been disappointed every single time. The quality of people I would manage to
find was simply not good enough. They had been Jewed so much by all the brainwashing,
that they could practically pass as Jews. The White race is not allowed to have any kind of
“brotherhood”  –  they ban it  instantly.  Paganism,  as  the  Christians  love to  call  it,  was
basically a Brotherhood – it was based on Natural Science and our People. Christianity
killed this and replaced it with a Jew. How wonderful.
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It’s better to see once than hear a hundred times.

Oh, it sure is. Sometimes, once is all it takes. At least it should be that way. But we have
modern leftist liberals who literally get raped by the non-white invasion and still pretend
everything is alright.  They even feel guilty for it  – these brainwashed zombies actually
believe that the invaders are raping them because of some micro-aggression or whatever
the fuck they call these modern terms. They believe that this rape is somehow a pay-off for
something we have done to them before – ironically – all these invaders are Muslim.

Surprisingly, all these leftist liberals seem not to know that Muslims have been invading
Europe for over 1400 years and have killed millions; raped millions; enslaved millions.
Sometimes I attempt to walk into the minds of these zombies – and I must admit – I have
to escape that projection very fast because I feel as if I am losing my mind. It must be
horrible within their head; or perhaps they don’t even have a working brain anymore – who
knows. Interestingly enough, Christians also feel guilty since birth and believe they have 
to suffer all life – do I see some kind of Jewish pattern here?

It’s not Gods who make pots.

Yes, yes and yes. So much Intelligence in this sentence. Just think about it for a moment –
all the technology we have, all the things we have done, developed, invented – it wasn’t a
God who made it happen – it was Us. This is highly important when you compare, for
example, the White race to the Black race. You can’t say anymore – “we are all made in
God’s image”. This is also why the European, pre-Christian spirit was attempting to “prove
itself” to God by becoming God-like. We didn’t fall on our knees and begged for mercy or
salvation. Our ancestors and Gods wanted us to become Worthy – True – Honorable. This
was our way of understanding the world. The semitic idiocy is all about Fearing God and
Submitting to him entirely.

This  saying  also  gives  you  the  knowledge  that  the  gods  themselves  have  no  direct
influence on this realm – there is no one coming to save you. It is you who has to save
yourself – it is us who have to save our people. There is another saying that goes like this:
God keeps safe those who keep themselves safe. In other words, if we are to believe in a
powerful  Spiritual  being – then it  can just  and only help you as well  – if  you yourself
become a powerful Spiritual being.  Christians are told to be weak in spirit; how the
meek will inherit the Earth. Sure, sure.

A soldier who doesn’t dream of becoming a general is a bad one.

Our race had dreams once upon a time. We dreamed of a better life, of reaching the stars,
of acquiring knowledge and wisdom – of unlocking the Universe. Hell, we even dreamed of
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becoming Gods. All those ambitions and dreams were shattered to dust – we even have
Blacks saying now that going to Mars is a racist thing for Whitey to do. We can’t dream of
something better because we would destroy the “liberty, equality, fraternity” ideology of the
Jew – well, you damn evil racist White nazi scum – how can you dream of becoming better
and better when you are supposed to be equal  and tolerant? Everything the Jew has
brought with him has killed our Spirit – the Spirit of Creativity. If anything can be defined as
“God”, then it is Creativity. And, as Jews have said – they will kill God. Not every soldier
will become a general – that is fact – but a good general can make every soldier feel like
one.

The devil boasted of ruling the whole world, but God didn’t give him power over
the pig.

Isn’t  it Jews, Muslims – and Christians, even though they ignore it, that is to say they
ignore everything within the Bible – who are afraid of the pig? Are we to understand that
Yahweh and his  followers are  the devil?  Oh my god – what  did  those evil  European
Pagans say? And the final saying :

United we stand, divided we fall.

Probably  the  best  message  for  our  current  situation.  Not  only  have  we  been  divided
through  Christianity,  but  also  through  all  other  Jewish  poisons  such  as  –  feminism,
liberalism, communism, bolshevism, transgenderism, etc. – they keep dividing us on every
possible level of existence. Can you even begin to understand how much they are afraid of
us? Can you even begin to understand how powerful we actually are? Look at all the shit
the Jew has to bring about in order to destroy us – all  the non-White invaders; all  the
ideologies,  religions,  mindsets,  moralities  –  2000  years  in  a  row  he  is  attempting  to
completely annihilate us and brainwash.

And all it takes is one single moment of Universal Truth to ruin it all. Can you even begin to
imagine how much the Jew is afraid of us? This should be your daily morale boost –
understand the Fear that runs through the veins of the Jew. What we need to do is make
him experience that Fear and create a domino-effect of Jewish failure.
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Wisdom of our People #2 
April 11, 2016 Axe of Perun

The Slavic proverbs were pretty refreshing – let us continue now with some Roman ones.
There are of course many Roman philosophers we could specifically go through – but in
general  these are  accepted as  “common”  sayings.  Some Roman speakers  were  very
prominent anti-Semites, speaking of Jews as lying lunatics who are a totally different race
– loving everything we hate and vice versa. It is always interesting to see that throughout
history, “anti-semitism” had been a continuous relationship of intelligent people towards
Jews.

Fear the man of one book

This  one  is  simply  beautiful;  in  many  ways.  First  and  foremost  it  counters  all  the
Abrahamic religions and people – they are “people of one book” – who try to define
absolutely  everything  through  it.  Alas,  Christians  are  a  unique  species  of  Abrahamic
followers – they rarely actually follow what is written in their book – sometimes I wonder
why they actually even label themselves as such. Fear? Are they so afraid of the Jewish
fairytale that they simply want to be associated with it – “just in case”? They basically don’t
do anything it says in there – at least not directly. Strangely enough, everything that we
hate in modern Society has its roots in the Bible – especially in the words of Jesus – yet no
Christian every reacts on it. I won’t go into details now, but anyone who has done any kind
of deeper research of this Jewish book knows exactly what I am talking about.
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The man of one book is also anyone who thinks/believes he has found the Truth within one
single book. In general, these people automatically become “religious” and create some
kind of organized society around it. There are even scientists of that character – but, those
are not as “dangerous” as the Semitic “believers”. A person should read, learn, study and
experience as many things as possible. One book is the complete opposite of it. Having a
thought about something and being able to let it go is wisdom – it must have a conclusion
or end. The people of one book usually don’t have such a quality – they are “awaiting
something”, such as the “return of the Messiah”.

Also, these people are highly dangerous – once they base everything in their life upon one
artificial  element,  they  reach  a  level  of  toxicity  where  they  are  willing  to  kill  for  the
continuation of that element. You see, they have sacrificed their own personal growth,
and life basically, so that this element might become alive. Therefore they protect it
with their own living essence. You cannot Reason with such a Person anymore – it talks,
walks, thinks and reacts only as this element – in religious cases, “the book” – anything
outside of this book is simply “not true”.

The greater the degeneration of the Republic, the more of its laws.

Something we are all aware of as the West is falling apart. Soon enough we won’t be able
to talk about anything anymore. You are now being tracked on every social media that
exists – people are being imprisoned for having “hateful thoughts” about immigration on
Facebook. You can’t use cultural symbolism – such as the Confederate Flag. You can’t
express yourself as a White person – you can’t even be anti-semitic. The thing is that the
more  degenerate  a  Society  becomes,  the  more  Laws  are  required  to  make  that
Degeneracy  somehow  work  among  the  still  remaining  Sane  people.  Eventually,  this
degeneracy will win against the Sanity because the amount of Laws it has created are
never against it – they are always against the Healthy, Sane people.

Every modern Law that has been created is protecting Degeneracy  and trying to find
a way to work around the Normal people – little by little – until the Normal people finally
realize  that  they  are  unable  to  speak  out  against  Degeneracy.  The  same  way  Anti-
Semitism  as  a  defensive  mechanism  came  to  power.  Every  time  a  certain  type  of
Degeneracy is rising in its Power, it creates some kind of code-word that is supposed to
counter its opposition. Sexist, Racist, Anti-Semite, Homophobe, Islamophobe, Xenophobe.
It never ends.

When the head is sick, the whole body is sick.

Wonderful and simple, isn’t it? I often told people that all these Jewish parasitic ideologies
are like a poisonous snake bite. For example, it bites your hand – you now have the option
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of immediately applying an anti-dote or cutting off the hand. If you do neither, the poison
starts  spreading.  Once  it  reaches  your  brain  –  it  is  over.  This  is  true  for  all  these
brainwashed feminists and liberals – as long as they aren’t completely gone – you can
“take them by the hand” – and try to reason with them. But, once the poison hits their brain
functions – it is pretty much over. Only the worst type of shock will finally wake them up;
and not everyone is able to return to Sanity afterwards. There is a reason why we define
some people as simply “broken”.

When the head is sick, especially under the influence of a Jewish thought-pattern, the
body  is  also  sick  as  it  will  follow  this  thought.  You  have  seen  this  in  these  modern
progressive zombies. Everything they do is basically degenerate. And more often than not
– they don’t really have a stance – they simply have “opinions” without any real foundation.
This is why all the conversations with these people are about how you “offend them” with
your statement – you will never reach a final point of the conversation – and how could you
– they are sick in the head.

Whom God will destroy, he first make mad.

Jews are mad, alright. They are literally born mad with the highest degree of schizophrenia
and sicknesses associated to mental disorders. Not only that, but one has only to read the
Bible or the Talmud to get a glimpse of what the Nature of a Jew is. All the Lies they make,
all the Degeneracy they cause – they are literally mad. Hell, they even call themselves the
Chosen People of God. And, with all the proof and information we have about this Parasitic
Race – we still let them walk around freely among our own People and Nations. Perhaps
we are more mad than the Jews in that regard. Alas, God/Gods don’t influence our realm
directly – therefore – even if he really “made them mad” – it is up to us to idenfity them as
such and kick them out of our Societies. They are a curse upon our Nations.

Divide and conquer.

Old, but gold. Simple and effective. Jews applied this proverb to perfection – haven’t they?
Everything is divided – our politics are not even concerned with the People or the Nation –
we have a left and right political system that battles about ideologies instead of the good of
the People. Our culture and faith have been divided – Slavs, for example, as a group have
been divided by Christianity. Many of our European traditions were genocided. Everything
is now about “political correctness” and in all this division – Jews are always that small
minority that simply tips one side to their favor.

You’ll  understand this  probably the best  through politics.  Jews attempt  to  make these
opposite sides always hang around the 50%-50% mark.  Then they literally sell their votes
to  one side  –  their  power,  influence,  media,  money –  and  control  this  side  from that
moment on. They would not be able to do this if the Nation was working exclusively for its
own People – Jews wouldn’t even have a say in anything as they wouldn’t be regarded as
the Nation’s People. Divide and conquer. Split and weaken.
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Gifts of enemies are no gifts.

Once upon a time we were disciplined and honorable. Today, we are so tolerant that we
haven’t learned a damn thing from the Trojan horse story. We are told that non-White
invaders are a gift upon our Nations – they bring “diversity and culture”; they will “improve
the economy”; or as the Pope would put it “their seed will enrich Europe”. We understood
once that there are People out there who only wish to see us dead and bring upon us
destruction – today – we are blinded by Love, Tolerance, Apathy and the Lie of Diversity.

Necessity is the mother of invention.

A very simple Truth – usually working exclusively through the Unity of the Woman and
Man. This is also empowered by the Spirit of a Race and its ability to make a habit out of it
– to become excellent in it – to become Creative. As long as this Creativity is guided by
a Natural Law and Truth – it is Godly – however, overtaken by the Jewish parasitic
thought – it can become the Destroyer of the World.

It is interesting how Whites came to Africa and other regions and found people living in the
Stone Age, in some areas having no Fire or Wheel – what happened to these people?
Why didn’t  they invent  anything? How come they didn’t  see the necessity  for it? One
simple answer is – they are primitive. Today we know that they have a low IQ and lower
mental  capabilities.  In  our  modern  progressive  times,  the  White  race  has  somehow
become the reason why these people have remained so underdeveloped. Imagine coming
to an Alien planet where everyone is living in the Stone Age and the Aliens tell you – it is
your Fault why we are in the Stone Age! Because this is what Blacks are trying to tell us
today – of course, being fed this idea by the Jewish propaganda.

Remember that you are going to die.

A very important piece of Knowledge. In some cases the skull and bones symbolism was
referring to this Knowledge – it has since then been perverted by Jews and their Shabbos
Goy. New Age mantra is completely ignoring this information – they are all about “living in
the Now” – ironically  this  is  something Jesus was telling his  followers as well;  ignore
tomorrow, don’t worry about food, God’s going to take care of everything.

But, when you remember that you are going to die, you have to take care of not only
yourself,  but  also  of  your  family  –  of  your  friends  –  of  your  People.  You  must  leave
something behind that will ensure the continuation and safety of your People. Today, we
have lost this Knowledge – we are all living for the Moment, Entertainment, Happiness –
Selfish, Egoistic, Degenerate. Why worry about this life when you will have “eternal life in
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heaven”? Why worry about your Earthly possessions? Give everything up – sell it all! Yes,
those are the Jewish whispers in your Ears.

We are not born for ourselves alone.

Another important Lesson. Today it is all about You, you, you – we got everything for You –
for Your best experience – for Your convenience; bla bla bla. And I am not saying that
“you”  shouldn’t  be  important  –  but  the  “you”  does not  exist  without  the  “us”.  It  is  an
interesting process, the development of the Humanoid form of our Race and Spirit – in
order to have the Individual we first must have the Organism (Nation). In order for this
Nation  to  keep on existing,  there  must  be  Individuals  who are willing  to  sacrifice  this
Individuality in order to Preserve the Nation. We must never forget why we are so Free –
and why we managed to develop ourselves so much – the God-like individual is the result
of a Free People – to have a Free People one must ensure its Freedom. And we have
given up on our Freedom – blinded by the Jewish manipulation.

We learn not for school, but for life.

Yet another thing the Jewish influence has corrupted – Education. It is all about passing
tests, exams, making up stupid seminars. Everything is about passing that piece of paper
– getting that validation from a teacher – and once this becomes more important than
Knowledge  itself  –  you have corruption,  laziness  –  as  a  natural  consequence.  In  my
student days, I couldn’t believe the amount of people who were bribing, cheating and lying.
I couldn’t believe the amount of stupidity and ignorance of teachers – absolutely no healthy
or sane conversation was to be held with them; whenever I stumbled upon something
stupid I wouldn’t waste my time with it – one Female teacher was a Feminist and tried to
make my life  hell.  It  is  all  about  propaganda,  opinions – rarely  about  Knowledge and
Wisdom.

Therefore, we do not learn for Life anymore – we learn for School. And today they are
promoting that  “School  never  ends”,  “Education never  ends”  –  you are going to  be a
lifelong student of the System. Keep following their guidelines, their rules and you’ll be
fine. School has been corrupted and therefore it doesn’t represent knowledge about Life
anymore.

As long as there is life, there is hope.

The White race still exists, its Organism is still alive – therefore there is Hope that we will
heal it and fix it. If only more of us were understanding the situation we are in. This is
where we come in – we must make them see the Truth. The real Truth. We can’t play the
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Jewish game and hope to somehow win inside of it – only a fool plays by the rules of
his enemy.

Authority, not truth, makes law. Like king, like people.

Might sound sad to some, but it  still  is right –  Truth in itself  is the highest guiding
principle one can live by – but in the end – if that Truth is not Projected through proper
authority, it won’t live up to its potential. Authority doesn’t have to be a single person – it
can also be the quality of a Message – and our Message is the Truth – it just doesn’t have
enough Power behind it yet. But, in the end the People will follow Truth – we only need to
attach Natural aspects to it – the inner Spirit of our People will be drawn towards it.

Hierarchy therefore is important; it is Natural. We know it. The Jews also know it. This is
why the Jews have taken over all of the major positions of pretty much everything. They
are the authority – this is also why they created the European Union – they control it. They
very well understand the meaning behind Authority – it is just that they assume it in such a
way that no one is actually targeting them – but others.

With them controlling the Authority  also came their  power of  Propaganda,  so that  the
People will not see their Authority as the Enemy – they will see those who are trying to
return the Nation to Sanity, Truth, Nature and Law – as the Enemy. In other words – they
see the ethnic, true Nationalists as the Enemy, while the infiltrator Jew is the “Ally”. It is a
sick world  that  we live in.  Like king,  like people – we have degenerate parasites and
viruses as our leaders – therefore the masses are becoming degenerate as well.

A leopard won’t change its spots.

This  applies  to  everything  we  know  about  Jews,  Blacks,  Arabs  –  etc.,  but  Jews  in
particular. Kicked out of our Nations over 109 times, caused problems wherever they were;
civilizations and cultures were genocided wherever they showed up; people were anti-
semites for over 3000 years – yet this Race has never changed. And they never will. They
Lie every time they take a breath.  And they took a lot of breaths while writing the
Bible.
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Wisdom of our People #3 
April 13, 2016 Axe of Perun

I must say, I am not sure which ones were better – the Slavic or the Roman ones – both
are full of Wisdom which we could apply and use in these darkest of times. Some of them
even make you think “damn, have we really become this stupid?”. We are passing on
less and less Knowledge and Wisdom, which in itself is the result of Degeneracy. The Jew
is attempting to  make us completely  forget  everything about  ourselves and when that
moment of complete amnesia happens – it will be over.

No one is going to preserve us if we do not ensure our own continued existence. No one
and nothing is coming to save us or help us. Countless animal species have gone extinct –
no God showed up to say “why, I can’t have one of my creations just simply go extinct, I
shall save them”. The White race is a unique expression of Nature – gifted in many ways –
and it is up to us to show the World and whatever godly entity you wish to point to, that we
can endure everything – even Time. Now, let us look at a couple of druidic/gaulic proverbs.

To defeat the enemy, is to know the enemy.

We heard this many times before, in various other forms as well – but, it still remains the
Truth. You don’t “love your enemy” as the Jew Jesus might tell you – you must Know your
enemy. Currently, the West is really “loving” its Enemies – in all its various forms – we
are embracing every type of degenerate idiocy; tolerating it, accepting it, kneeling before it.
What, you are a Jew that wishes to enslave us? We love you. Who are you? A Muslim that
wishes to kill all non-believers? Come on in, we love you too. And, you – who might you
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be?  Oh,  you  want  to  kill  Whitey?  No  problem,  come  on  in,  have  a  free  gun  and
ammunition. We love you all.

Another important point of this proverb is that we won’t win against the Jew if we don’t
point him out. We can’t defeat the Jew, if we do not know the Jew. What are our people
supposed to fight against – the air? This is why all these infiltrators of the White movement
are now suggesting to never mention the Jew – never mention him – simply play alongside
his game and hope to somehow win against all the odds. As I have said in the last article –
only a fool plays by the rules of his enemy. Therefore, we must educate our People about
the Jew in order to even have the slightest of chance to win against him.

The people, the masses, do not know anything about the Jew. That is a fact. They
have been brainwashed and their  memory has been erased. We have Putin in Russia
surrounded by  Jews;  his  daughter  married  a Jew, banning Nationalists,  banning Mein
Kampf, banning Holocaust denial – the list goes on and on – and people still think he is on
“our side”. We got Trump working with Jews all his life, his advisers are Jews, his kids
married into Jews – and so on – yet, people still think he is on “our side”. Just the fact that
these 2 people exist and are supported by Whites, even those who are supposedly “Jew-
wise”, is enough evidence that our people do not know their enemy – and therefore we
can’t defeat this enemy.

Peace is not the absence of conflict, but the ability to cope with it.

The Jew is trying to sell the world the idea that once White people are gone – there won’t
be any conflict. You have seen this mantra everywhere, but it couldn’t be more wrong. We
are currently holding the balance on this planet – imagine if Whites ceased to exist
tomorrow – China would trample over the Blacks and Mexicans in North America. India
would be in a war against Islam. Blacks would again be massively enslaved by Arabs in
Africa. Japan would find itself in a never ending war between China and Chinese Australia.
The world would be in complete and utter Chaos. We are literally the only thing that is
preventing the rest of the world from constantly killing each other.

We came to Africa – all they did was hunt each other down. We came to America – all they
did was hunt each other down, sacrifice their own people to Gods. We came to Australia –
they  reached  the  first  level  of  technology  –  a  wooden  stick.  People  have  been  so
brainwashed and know absolutely nothing about history and facts – China had no industry,
no railroads – all up to the 1930’s. Can you even imagine that? Blacks didn’t have the
Wheel in certain areas to the late 1800’s, in some areas they didn’t even have Fire. Can
you imagine that?
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Nevertheless, Peace does not have to be “War” as Orwell put it, but it can’t be, it must not
be, a state of complete apathy and phlegmatism. Competition is a Sin, said the Jews, and
they look at the Races of the World and see competition. They look at the White Race and
see competition. With us gone, they will have their Peace – the Pax Judaica.

But, this saying also shows you that you can’t have a free Nation without protecting its
freedom. Our current  state of  Mind and Spirit  is  so corrupt  that  we cannot  cope with
conflict – we have been poisoned by the Jew to simply tolerate conflict and to accept living
alongside it – and therefore we have no Peace. We have no Freedom anymore. You can
get killed by a non-White around every corner. You can get blown up by a random Muslim
in every major city – there are over 50 million of them in Europe. You can’t speak against
Jews without suffering consequences. We are not Free; we do not have Peace.

One goes to Knowledge, as one goes to War.

Oh, I hardly doubt our People are doing this – whenever you attempt to tell something to
someone they are absolutely out of touch with reality. No discipline in logic or thinking. No
critical thinking or understanding. They don’t look for a point, don’t look for a direct hit;
neither do they really wish to Know – all they look for in Knowledge today is “trendy” stuff;
or how well certain information will sell itself. They do not seek to grow mentally, just as a
soldier would seek to grow physically. They do not seek to be ready for Life, just as a
soldier seeks to be ready for Death. They do not seek to sacrifice their Ego, just as a
soldier is ready to sacrifice himself. They don’t even search for Knowledge without Fear.
The  average  zombie  nowadays  is  afraid  of  Knowledge. Knowledge  is  a  battle  –
Wisdom is the reward of Victory.

Where there is not imagination, there is no fear.

In other words – fuck you, Jew Einstein. You can control people by creating a false sense
of Fear within them. You tell them about Hell and Heaven. You tell them about Weapons of
Mass destruction. You constantly remind them of terrorism. Everything the Jew does is
about Fear – he cannot control the masses if they are not afraid. This is why every single
News station they control is just and only showing you one disaster after the other, with
some Sex and Entertainment here and there.

They got you living in the lowest possible frequencies of life. They want you to imagine
everything, rather than experience it. This is why there are hundreds of horror movies out
there – filled with scenes of the uttermost disgusting thing you can imagine – they are
forcing your mind and soul to not engage in anything, because it now “knows” what “could”
happen. It can imagine the horror it could go through, were it ever to speak out against
something.  They  do  not  control  you  directly  with  Fear  –  no  –  they  want  your  own
Imagination to do it for them.
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This is not to be confused with the idea of Creativity. I already see those of you who
will say – but how can we invent stuff if we don’t imagine it – remember, Necessity is the
mother of Invention. We invent stuff because we need it; we get to need it because we
develop and grow; we grow and develop because we made a habit of excellency – we are
excellent because we wish to know and understand. Imagination is very close to Belief –
and we all know where that can lead to eventually – Abrahamic religions.

The power which can destroy a thing, can also be used to preserve it as well.

Yes, indeed. We could say that currently the “power” of  the West is used by Jews to
destroy everything that is normal. But, in the hands of true Aryans, White Europeans, this
power could be used to bring about a new Age upon not only our Nations, but the planet in
whole. In general,  you can extrapolate this proverb as this – Power is gained through
Knowledge. Knowledge can be used for Good and Evil. Using Knowledge for Evil is an
intent  –  every  time  you  use  knowledge  to  intentionally  harm someone –  that  is  Evil.
Therefore, Knowledge can be used to preserve something or to destroy something. This is
why I usually tell people – with Knowledge comes Responsibility.

Goodness revolves around the preservation of Knowledge and Culture.

Those damn evil, racist, nazi European “pagans”. The sad thing actually is that I have no
idea  how  we  could  implement  this  proverb  back  into  the  Minds  of  our  People.  It  is
impossible  for  the  modern  progressive  zombie  to  accept  this  as  Truth.  How  are  we
preserving  our  Culture  if  we  are  making  a  “multi-culture”  environment?  How  are  we
preserving our Knowledge if we are cheering on the genocide of our own Race? What a
strange battlefield we have been summoned upon – having to deal with Zombies and
Traitors, alongside with Enemies.

Anger is justified, only when it seeks to prevent the repetition of an injustice.

Well,  I’ll  be damned – aren’t  we trying to  prevent  this  Jewish repetition of  Death and
Destruction? Are we not trying to tell people – look! – they have been doing the same shit
for the last 3000+ years – it is enough! They have destroyed and killed so many things and
they will do it again! We are angry – we literally hate them because they don’t deserve any
less. Anger is justified. Even Hatred is justified.

Once one recognizes the truth, one is then bound by its laws.

Makes you smile, doesn’t it? When you read such wisdom of our Ancestors it makes you
feel good – because you realize that you have continued their essence – that you are part
of it. Once you unlock this connection to the Spirit you start to receive information of the
collective Volk memory – the same way once you recognize Truth, you can’t ignore it.
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Every single one of us, who is aware of the Jew, cannot ignore him – not a single day goes
by without us fighting against White genocide – pointing it out to people – educating them
about it.

But  this  also  refers  to  our  scientific  spirit.  Every  time  we  learn  something  new  that
fundamentally changes our perspective on life – we are bound by its laws – it becomes the
new Truth. This was our Faith in many aspects. We didn’t say – look – we know it all, we
got this one book here. We were not like the Semitic idiots. We changed our Life as we
developed. This proverb is experienced, for example, when you learn how to swim.

All Music, or natural melody, is but a faint and unbroken echo of the Creative
Mind.

Good thing that they pointed out natural melody – I hardly doubt Black rappers are part of
the Creative Mind. Assume therefore that there exists an unbroken echo of the Creative
Mind – each Race is then a certain radio station that is capable of tuning in to this Echo.
We can now easily understand that the White Race is the most in tune with it. Our Music,
Art,  Literature,  Architecture  makes  you  stand  back  in  amazement and  wonder  if  a
Human was really capable of doing such a thing. Meanwhile, Africans are licking the butts
of Cows and Hindus are putting Cow piss on their face as a blessing.

The seeds of our destiny are nurtured by the roots of our past.

What will the destiny of our seed, that is to say the next generation of our people, be like?
Have we nurtured the roots of our past? What past will this next generation have? A past
full  of  propaganda  about  diversity,  equality,  freedom,  “peace”,  multi-culturalism,  white
genocide, white hatred, white guilt? What are the seeds of our destiny based upon such a
past? No wonder we have high suicide rates and even people who do not wish to bring
children into this world anymore – with no past, and a chaotic present they see no future –
they see no destiny. We must change this.

We must take control over our own Past again – we must return that which was Sacred
– we must ensure that our Children can be Proud of their Roots. Our roots lie not within
the Jewish Bible;  within Feminism; Communism; Bolshevism; Islam; Multi-culturalism –
those  are  all  alien  invasive  forces  that  wanted  to  destroy  the  roots  of  our  past  and
therefore the seeds of our destiny.

True Magic is “The Art and Science of changing states of mind at will”.

This is something we have to work on more. Symbolism plays a huge part of this as the
Mind works far better with symbols and sounds, rather than words and even logic in some
cases. There is also another important point here – thought is required to decipher words
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and  logic  –  and  thought  can  be  interrupted  or  corrupted  through  Jewish  influence.  A
symbol, like the Swastika, cannot be destroyed – alas – it can be banned. Therefore, part
of our Awakening and Education of the Masses should be working on this subject of “True
Magic”. And one last and simple, yet powerful, proverb :

The Truth against the world.
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Wisdom of our People #4 
April 14, 2016 Axe of Perun

Time for some Nordic proverbs. They are sharper and more direct, and perhaps carry with
them an attitude which we should be expressing ourselves as well today. Well, especially
Sweden should, because holy shit – what is happening to Sweden just breaks my heart.
They are literally occupied, there just isn’t any other word for it. Having no-go zones within
your  own Nation is  just  retarded.  Sweden has literal  sicknesses preventing  access to
certain areas of its Organism (Nation) – at a certain point they will prevent either Blood or
Oxygen transfer – and Sweden will be gone.

It  is always interesting to see how Jews are leading the occupation. There is that hag
Barbara Spectre and that  other  Jewess who is  “teaching”  Swedes that  Sweden never
existed – never in recorded history did something like a “Swede” exist, she says. I guess
those Nordic  people  have just  been an illusion for  the past  40,000 years.  A fata
morgana  of  beautiful  blonde  women  with  huge  breasts.  Why,  we  can’t  have  liberty,
equality, fraternity with Swedish women being so beautiful – how can the rest of the world
catch up to them? We must simply kill them all and be finally equal and liberated! But, let
us now go into the proverbs :

Merely book makes none wise.

I love how Europeans in general had this understanding that a book doesn’t make you
wise – that is to say, it doesn’t give you ultimate Knowledge or even Spirituality for that
matter. No wonder they had to “spread Christianity” with blood and death. Such a lovely
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thing, isn’t it? Such a blessing upon our People that tens of millions simply dropped dead
in front of it – yeah, right. It spread the same way Islam is now spreading, which might be a
revelation  for  some  Christians.  First  it  pretends  to  be  tolerant  and  slowly  grows  in
numbers. Then it starts to demand equal rights and parts of the power. Finally it eliminates
its opposition.

Anyways, a book doesn’t make you wise because wisdom in general has to come with
certain experience. There are, of course, symbolic pieces of Knowledge which you can
attain from simple reading – in addition with attempting to “re-live” this symbol or scene
inside of you. But you can read 10 books about riding a bicycle – you will still fall when you
try riding it for the first time. Sometimes wisdom is defined as what you do and say when
there is no time to think.  The more wise you are, therefore, the less stressful and
fearful  you will  be  in  dangerous and tricky  situations. People  “feel”  Wisdom in  a
Person  who  shows  absolutely  no  fear  or  emotion  to  danger  –  they  are  not  easily
intimidated.

You have to learn to crawl before you can walk.

Indeed – ironically in our modern times this doesn’t seem to be understood by the general
public. We have a growing number of unemployment everywhere because the “human
resource”  departments  are  looking  for  people  with  5+  years  experience  while  the
population has no working experience. How can they learn to walk without even having
crawled? It’s  all  just  wrong – we are under such pressure of Time since the Jew has
replaced  Time with  Money,  that  it  makes  it  impossible  for  things  to  naturally  develop
anymore. Everything has become artificial, fake, stressful.

But, this saying is also kind of a message for our movement. We must make our People
first crawl to the information we provide. Jumping into their face with Jews isn’t going to
work. Pointing out all Problems and making sure they understand that behind every god
damn problem is a Jew will make it easier for them to walk the Anti-Semitic path. Because,
once you look for the Truth, you simply become Anti-Semitic. Sculptors will tell you that
their Sculpture was always in front of them, inside the block of stone they work on – they
just had to remove the unnecessary elements of it.  One might therefore even say that
everyone is Anti-Semitic, they just haven’t figured it out yet.

He who lives without discipline dies without honour.

I wonder what our ancestors would think about all these modern leftists, fashy faggots,
liberal marxists hippies, fat feminists, transgender people – people who are the definition
of lacking discipline. Would they even attempt to fix them? I am not so sure. They would
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probably exile them and make them understand how little of worth they are without the
Society – the Society they have come to hate. In the wilderness, among Strangers, they
would die within weeks. Because, in a certain way, the Life of these Zombies has no other
Purpose but to attempt to destroy the Society which has given them Life.

Once you kick them out – they are dead as well. Jews are the same practically – if we
were to kick out all Jews tomorrow and send them into one place – I am pretty sure that
they would go extinct on their own within a decade or two. If everyone were to become
Nationalistic  again  and  drop  the  Bible,  Jews  would  have  nothing,  absolutely
nothing, no-thing, to offer to the rest of the World. They would return to Cannibalism
as is written in their Bible.

Discipline brings not only honor and power, it also brings excellency to everything you do.
Disciplined people take care of details, want to see things run smoothly and properly and
are  ready  for  action  when  the  time  for  it  comes.  There  are  certain  people  who  are
disciplined  in  taking  action,  but  haven’t  grown  by  the  same  quality  in  Wisdom  and
Knowledge – they want things to get done right now without thinking stuff through – and
eventually this can lead to the failure of a project. Therefore, it is very important to have
Discipline in the Physical realm of things, as well as in the Mental and Spiritual. Such a
person basically  reaches god-like attributes.  But  I  must  be making things up because
Jesus said the “weak in spirit” are great and the “meek” will inherit the Earth.

Better it is to die in battle with honor, than to live in shame because you did not
defend your people.

Those evil, racist, nazi Europeans – willing to die for their own people, defending
their Women and Children! I wonder if such a proverb would even reach a single brain
cell of the progressive zombies we have going around within our Nations. They probably
don’t understand the “defend your people” part; and I bet that they mostly don’t understand
the “your” part. The Jews and non-White invaders are killing and raping our Children and
Women every single day – and nothing is being done about it. We are supposed to simply
accept that these certain people have to die, something like a “sacrifice” in order for “true
diversity and multi-culturalism” to succeed. What a bunch of horseshit.

What would the Jew Jesus say in these cases? Ah, yes – he would say that: He who loves
his life loses it. Well, if your sister gets raped, tortured and burned to death by a Muslim, it
probably means that she loved her life more than Jesus, so she had to lose it. She sure
suffered enough and according to the Bible is now in Heaven – isn’t that nice? Such a nice
religion and faith, it makes sense on so many levels – why I almost converted myself now.

Better to fight and fall than to live without hope.
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I assume the realization of this proverb is coming soon. There will soon come a time when
almost no hope will remain – you won’t be able to speak and say what you want; you won’t
be able to walk within your own Nation freely; you won’t be allowed to have Emotions
towards your own People; you might as well get micro-chipped by force; they will probably
even simply announce the disbanding of all Nations – force your children to race-mix and
who knows what else. And when that moment comes, that crucial silence of despair, you
will find no purpose in anything else but in battle. Do we have to reach this extreme level
of hopelessness? Is it really necessary to finally wake us properly up? When have we
stopped to appreciate the fact that we can predict and prevent bad things?

It is the darkest before dawn.

A hopeful scenario to balance things out with the last one. Oh, how I wish that this dawn
will be brought about by our Generation – by us. Let this darkness come within our time so
that our children may live free again. I can give you some enlightening words here: you are
already dead and fucked up. All of us mostly are. None of us is really completely healthy
and none of us will ever be. You know it, I know it – you feel it. You know that there still
remain certain  Jewish influences upon your  thoughts,  desires,  emotions – it  is  almost
impossible to completely heal from their manipulation, indoctrination – but we try, we try as
much as we can.

You see, this should give you power – we must sacrifice ourselves so that our Children, so
that One generation of White children, can finally live their lives entirely and completely
free from any type of Jewish poisoning – so that they may then excel in everything that we
have failed at – even life itself. It is like having a deadly disease which you can’t really heal
and you know you will die from it – why not charge at the Jew and cause Fear among his
ranks? Make your very last move the most honorable one.

Only dead fish follow the stream.

Warms the heart, doesn’t it? Congratulations, my friends, you are not dead. I love
how we can adjust this proverb to our modern times with just one addition: main-stream.
Well, we could also replace the dead fish with retarded zombies. Such a profound truth.
There will  be,  of  course,  those who will  say that  if  we were to  win,  wouldn’t  we also
become the “main-stream”? Wouldn’t that mean that no one should then be like us? You
have to understand that we aren’t attempting to create a stream; no one can really live
within a stream or a main-stream. We are attempting to create a Lake for our People and
keep  it  Clean  and  Healthy.  We  are  attempting  to  create  a  Wood  for  our  Animals,  a
homeland  where  they  won’t  have  to  follow  anything,  but  simply  be  what  they  are  –
naturally. Alive.

There seldom is a single wave.

Indeed, those “refugees” sure are coming in more than one wave. They are also coming
from all  parts of the World. Somehow when a supposed grenade explodes in Syria,  1
million Black Africans seem to be escaping a War-Zone from Ghana. Who knows what
type of grenade we are talking about here – perhaps its area of effect is so huge that
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people in  Somalia  simply  start  packing  things and head towards Europe.  Interestingly
enough, all “refugees” are also Muslims – they also never come in a single wave – their
waves lasted over 1400 years.

You don’t have to put out the fire when all is ash.

The ancestral way of saying – you should have listened. Now it is happening and it is too
late. You should have reacted when the first Muslim raped a white girl. You should have
reacted when you learned about Jews controlling all the Media, Politics, Banks, Hollywood.
You should have reacted once you learned about the millions of contradictions within the
Bible. You should have reacted once you learned that Jews want to rule the whole planet
and kill all White people. You should have reacted when you discovered the never-ending
White Genocide in South Africa.

It is the still and silent sea that drowns a man.

This one is absolutely brilliant. In our case it means that as long as we battle the wave, or
even better ride the wave, we will not drown – we will not lose – there will be hope as long
as we can roar and move around. Aren’t those Zombies still and silent when not being
confronted? Don’t they attempt to silence you and stop you when you confront them? They
literally attempt to push you as far as possible into the sea so that your voice can’t be
heard, so that moving properly becomes impossible – and once there – you die.

The Jew does this with his indoctrination and massive hypnosis – he attempts to push you
as deep as possible into the sea so that you will  never again be able to walk or talk
properly; to breathe fresh air; he wants you to slowly drown. However, you even could
replace the “sea” with Mind – the Minds of these leftists are still and silent – nothing is
really working there anymore. They are drowning within their own sick Mind.

Bare is the back of a brotherless man.

We all feel this, this emptiness, loneliness. Well, it does depend on the area where you live
– the type of indoctrinated people you are surrounded with. But in most cases, many of us
find ourselves playing the lone wolf role. They really managed to destroy our sense of
Brotherhood, didn’t they? Hundreds of methods created just and only to divide our people,
their sense of ethnicity and race, for hundreds of years. Sometimes you just have to take a
moment to realize how deep and profound their hatred towards us is; you just have to
grasp all the shit they have done to us to destroy us; and we can ruin it all just by simply
waking up our People and Uniting as Brothers and Sisters against them.

One  single  moment  of  Universal  Truth  is  all  we  need.  They  have  to  maintain  their
narrative,  we have to  simply drop it.  Of  course, the currently awakened ones have to
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produce a counter-narrative, but the point is that every single one of us woke up in one
single moment, one single instance and it completely destroyed their 3000+ year old plan.
One second for 3000 years.

Fear the reckoning of those you have wronged.

Oh, they fear it alright. They know they have lied way too much; destroyed and genocided
way too much; killed and corrupted way too many; raped, enslaved and murdered way too
many; they know that there is no turning back now. They must entirely destroy us to finally
feel safe again – because we have justified reason to unleash a type of reckoning the
world has not yet seen.  The word “wronged” doesn’t even begin to describe what
they have done to us over the years.
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Wisdom of our People #5 
April 16, 2016 Axe of Perun

Disclaimer – when I was collecting these proverbs several months ago I had the ones from
the 3rd article  labeled as “Druidic/Gaul”,  which  in  general  can be classified  as  Celtic.
However, there are 2 sub-groups of Celtic: Gaelic for the Celts of Scotland and Ireland –
and – Gauls for the Celtic people living in France during Roman times. So, the proverbs
in this article are “Gaelic”; and they are extremely interesting :

Give back to nature, what nature has given to you.

It is fascinating how our People were in touch with Nature; we still are to this day, but this
connection/relationship has changed. It is not the same anymore. Back in the old days we
saw it as part of us, therefore if we ruined Nature we’d end up ruining ourselves. As in one
article before was said – our people understood that a seed grows to become a tree – but
it also roots itself to the soil. So it was with our People, our Race. We are Rooted to Nature
and try as we might we can’t escape it – neither can we escape ourselves. But, Nature
does not only mean “the earth”, it also includes Natural Laws and the Truth behind them.

Nowadays we see Nature as something to be exclusively taken care of – we mostly feel
only guilt towards it. And even though we are also trying to give back to nature, it just isn’t
the same anymore – we left our Roots and don’t really understand anymore our place and
role in this World. The very idea of Globalism and non-stop Migration goes against the
basic Natural principle of being Rooted to the ground as a unique Culture. Had the Jew
complete control over the development of Nature, he’d allow one single type of Tree to
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exist, one single type of Bird, one single type of Fish, etc. – and he’d tell that one bird
that it is privileged because it can fly, so it should give up that skill.

In a certain way, Jews are indeed psychopaths as they only feel safe once everything
around them looks,  feels and thinks the same – they can finally relax – knowing that
nothing can surprise them anymore – knowing exactly what those people look like, feel
and think about because they control it – knowing that there won’t be anything that would
challenge their authority because there isn’t any creativity anymore.

Yes, folks – Creativity challenges Authority. And in a Healthy society these two terms
work together,  as Creativity changes the Perception of Truth. The mere fact that Jews
created One single Authority within their Belief system that is invisible, non-detectable, all-
seeing,  all-mighty,  unchallengeable  – proves my point.  They don’t  want  anything to
change their Authority and Perception of Reality – they must remain the Chosen
people of God destined to rule over everyone else.

Without knowledge of the past, we shall lose the future.

Incredible how our People were concerned with this. They kept repeating it as if they knew
that one day some Jew would show up to bless them with Christianity and destroy, burn
and kill everything that relates to the past, so that they might completely change our future
according to their Will. And yet here we are, attempting to find knowledge and wisdom of
the past – at least what is left of it. We may perhaps never be able to completely rebuild
our knowledge of the past, but we just might succeed in stopping this process of amnesia
so that we can re-create it in a proper Spirit and hopefully attain a level of Wisdom worthy
of our Ancestors.

If we forget or destroy our roots we cannot grow in the future.

I  wonder  what  those  modern  progressive  marxist  Zombies  have  to  say  about  these
proverbs? Would their brain cells even comprehend them? How does a cult member of
“Diversity” cope with such a sentence? How can you continue to grow apple trees if one
day there are no more seeds for apple trees? How can there be anything European if there
are no more White European males and females left? What are the roots of a race-mixed
person? Nothing.

A race-mixed person is literally a re-set of Humanity. Imagine if tomorrow all pure Races
were to vanish from the Earth and alongside them everything they had ever done – what
would the race-mixed people have? Nothing. And that is the Jewish point.  This multi-
racial and multi-cultural Humanity of the future will have no roots and therefore will
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have  no  future  either. They  will  be  Slaves  of  the  most  basic  mental  and  emotional
functions.

This is also why we are supposed to leave behind a “self-sustaining system” which can be
easily controlled – everything is supposed to be easily accessible so that Necessity never
arises as a phenomena – because,  remember – necessity  is  the mother of  invention.
Therefore, only Jews and their remaining mixed Jews of the future, will continue the work
on new technologies – all behind the scenes of the fake World.

Be as it may, the Jews are relentlessly attempting to destroy our roots – they already
did with Christianity – but, are now trying to destroy the new roots we have attempted to
grow despite Christianity. They are banning everything that could enlighten our Spirit and
are poisoning our People to hate their own Roots. Cut the roots of a plant and it will die.

Rarely is a fight continued when the chief has fallen.

Go for the head of the snake, aye? Jews have done that, but who is our chief now? Do we
even have something like a chief? No. There is none. We have literally no leader and
therefore our fight  against  International  Jewry has been put to a hold.  Just  imagine –
throughout history, Jews have managed to destroy every single type of Authority among
our people – they assassinated when it  was necessary,  race-mixed where they could,
created wars and bankrupted people – it just never ends. Ultimately, they have become
the “fake chief”, either directly or behind the scenes – and make sure that the fight is never
taken directly to them ever again.

A son is a son until he comes of age; a daughter is a daughter all her life.

Can you actually believe that this proverb would be deemed as sexist today? Even
worse,  what  would  the  transgender  cult  do  with  this?  Ah,  such wisdom destroyed  by
Jewish manipulation… The natural order of things, the protection of the female as the
Source of our People. It also goes to show you that a son is supposed to grow into a self-
sufficient man who can take care of himself and his future wife and children; whereas the
daughter will always remain the precious diamond of the family.

It also has a lot to do with basic natural relations – the son and father exchange the Power
of  Will,  while  the  daughter  brings  Focus  and  Motivation  to  the  relationship.  Women
motivate us, at least us Europeans. A family of only Sons will always have a clash of Will
and Dominance – but one that also has a daughter gains a bigger Purpose. We see in
European  women  something  that  is  worth  preserving  and  fighting  for  –  they  are  our
“Ouroboros”.

Choose your company before you sit down.
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Reminded me of Scott Roberts, when he said : “You’d have to kill me first, before putting a
Yarmulke on my head”. Good times, good times. Look at the world today – look at the
media – look at the political agenda – look at the politicians. Include every traitor you wish
here and simply ask yourself:  Do these people know what kind of company they hang
around? The thing with the term company is that it is very strict in its nature – it doesn’t
mean friends or brotherhood – it is either a business or a meeting because of some project
or basic enjoyment. It lacks the spiritual aspect of Union and Unity.

Therefore, all these faces you see out there, including Putin and Trump, are with the Jews
– because to them – they are good “company”. And since we know the intention of the
Jew, and they should also know it, we are talking about an intent that was done out of their
own free will and admission – to join up with the Jews against the White Race. I mean, you
do realize that both Trump and Putin have cut off the roots of their past by marrying their
kids into non-White people? Putin’s first daughter is married to a Jew, the other one to a
Korean. Even if he was White himself, against which a lot of evidence goes, his Roots are
dead. He destroyed the “Ouroboros”.

Dress a goat in silk and it’s still a goat.

Not only is this true on a physical level, but also on a Spiritual. Every race-mixed person
does not identify with the White race (silk).  They get dressed up, look better,  become
smarter – and still identify as a goat. Take Beyonce for example – she has White DNA in
her – but she is promoting Black Power and all  that other nonsense. You have Jewish
people who are 95% White, and they will still identify as Jews with that remaining 5%. This
topic has a lot to do with Metaphysics and I guess I should analyze it once in an article –
but, that is simply the reality of things.

Of course, as said, this proverb doesn’t change the physical reality – dress an Aboriginal in
a suit and tie and he is still an Abo. By the way, our Movement should promote Abos more
– the Jews are promoting race-mixed African Americans as Blacks and people suck up the
idea that we are somehow all the same; show them the worst Abos out there; show them
the true Black Africans with 0% White mixture – show them the god damn Truth.

Three candles dispel the darkness: Truth, Knowledge and the ways of Nature.

Indeed – this seems to be the foundation of all our Wisdom – and our Racial Spirit in
general. This is basically what we stand for, what we fight for, what drives us – what calls
deeply inside of us – it feels like “home”. I shall however add here one interesting note:
when I look at the symbolism of our people and then look at the symbolism of secret
societies, such as Masonry, all I see is European Pagans and Gnostics running away from
the persecution of Christians and Jews.
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Later  on,  as  the  Jew  succeeded  in  infiltrating  this  system,  it  became  complete  shit.
Suddenly, the Bible became the foundation of it – Jewish history became its essence –
and  the  Jewish  People  the  most  important  aspect  of  Masonry.  Now,  it  is  simply  a
Communist, Marxist front for Jews that brainwashes its members and Countries. Like with
everything, Jews have taken control over the Past of Masonry and changed its Future. The
very same thing they are doing to us now.

It is not with the first strike that the tree falls.

Yup, we are still standing – perhaps – we were even impossible to destroy this way. We
have taken so many strikes and beatings and we’re still standing. So many attempts were
made to annihilate and destroy us – divide and conquer us – split and weaken us. And,
finally, they realized that they can poison our very Roots in order to destroy us. Which
means that if we manage to heal these Roots that we can return to our former glory.

A little hole will sink a big ship.

It will also go unnoticed. No wonder that the Jews are always such a small percentage of
people within a Nation, yet manage to take control over everything. I mean you have to
picture this in your mind – they are brainwashing the population to just and only seek Sex,
Entertainment, Drugs, Alcohol – while they are working 24/7 on taking over the world.

The average Zombie out there does not  understand this concept  – that there actually
exists a group of people which, from the moment they are born, is doing nothing else but
working on this Global Empire of theirs. And how could these Zombies grasp such a thing
when they compare Reality to their own degenerated Brains? They worry about the next
episode of some TV show, while the Jew worries about bringing in more non-Whites into
White nations. The little, undetectable hole. Your teeth decay the same way.

A man may live after losing his life, but not after losing his honour.

Honor. Such a strong word. Found very often among our Volk. It is the basis of our moral
code, so to speak. Who will remember our politicians one day, after we have fixed this
stupid World? No one. None of them had honor, especially the traitors. They will die and
be forgotten – completely. And they deserve no less. What will remain behind them is a
story of lies, deceit, corruption, betrayal – a story of how our own People tried to sell us out
to the Jew. We shall tell this story to every new-born generation, it shall become the
basis of our revitalization – everyone will know the Death we avoided and how to
prevent it from ever happening again.
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Wisdom of our People #6 
April 19, 2016 Axe of Perun

Greece! Many legends, stories and mythologies! So much knowledge and wisdom – so
many philosophers – mighty warriors. Sadly, Greece was the closest to the Jews and their
Arab cousins and therefore eventually disappeared due to Jewish influence. One might
wonder whether or not it was ever a wise choice to travel to these lands at all, since they
became “part” of the Kingdoms/Empires and eventually allowed Jews to roam around,
steal knowledge or even influence our People. We could of course go through many of the
heroic  names  of  Greek  Wisdom,  but  as  usual,  these  ones  are  regarded  the  more
“common” ones, so we’ll look into them :

Hunger fights castles and hunger surrenders castles.

I  fear that one day soon something like this will  hit  our reality.  The Jews pretty  much
control all networks of transport, technology, food, electricity, etc. I theorized once that they
will choose a particular day when the people will expect it the least; it might even be a
combined holiday weekend – you know when you have like 3 or 4 days off. No one will
notice that transportation of resources has stopped. Suddenly, the stores will go empty and
the non-White people, who will be armed by our greatest Ally, will start a literal Zombie
Apocalypse. Let us hope we can avoid this scenario. These proverbs also let you know
that they don’t really care how long it took them to finally take us over.

A woman and the sea are the same in anger.
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Indeed,  they are.  Intelligent  women that are still  aware of  our Race are the strongest
motivators – they are literally ready to kick our asses to finally move out and get shit done.
Any awakened woman realizes that her future depends on the cooperation of our People
and that she is helpless if shit hits the fan one day. As I have said before, our Women were
our  greatest  motivators  throughout  history.  But,  they  also  were  our  biggest  Love  and
reason to fight for. Jews hit us really hard by destroying most of the Feminine aspects of
our Women.

Eyes that don’t see each other, soon forget about each other.

Even though this refers mostly to long-distance relationships, it holds true to our racial
cause as  well.  They are  bombarding  us  with  non-Whites  to  such a  degree that  soon
enough you won’t see another white face during a whole god damn day. With time, you
will simply forget who you are, what you represent and where your spirit, love and
loyalty lies at. They are sending our kids to study in other nations, as if there is so much
to  be learned from Africa  or  India.  I  had  friends  who  went  to  such places for  years,
“studying abroad”; they returned as different people – in the bad sense. They were weak
willed  to  begin  with  and  needed  just  this  final  push  of  “enrichment”  to  be  completely
broken.

God made the world and said : “He who has a brain will go on.”

Sometimes it would be interesting if we could, just for a moment, merge all the people of
different races into one single representative pair of male and female. You know, you’d
have 1 white guy and 1 white woman, 1 black guy and woman, and so on. You’d also
merge all they have every done and accomplished as a Race. Then, you would analyze
them and then you would ask them : Are you really the same? Have you accomplished the
same? Where would you be if other Races didn’t help you? Where would you be if the
White people didn’t help you? Where would have your own brain gone? How far would you
have  made  it?  Would  you  even  exist  nowadays,  or  would  you  have  faced  complete
extinction on your own?

We had a brain. We moved on. And, by the Gods, we will go on.

No matter how much you wash a black person you are wasting your soap.

Perhaps they really tried it once and finally said – fuck it – these people are just impossible
to educate or change. Not much has changed thousands of years later, except for the
Jews intentionally mixing Blacks with Whites in order to create the modern Mixed Black
SJW army of lunatics. I love it how they want to tell us within our Nations how we are
supposed to run things, yet in Africa – in their Nations – nothing is running properly. If they
had any love for their race they would go down there and get shit right. But, they don’t.
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They never had a racial feeling – otherwise there would have been civilizations developing
in Africa. Egypt was never a Black civilization – we could ask Blacks nowadays to decipher
the Egyptian hieroglyphs then – surely they would have kept record of such a knowledge.
We are simply supposed to believe that one day they completely got hit by some memory
loss and IQ loss and went back to the Stone Age – they even forgot what a Wheel is – yet
claim they were the Chariot warriors of Egypt. The truth of the matter is this – we have a
rich history and culture – they do not. Jealousy is driving both them and the Jews.

Blood doesn’t turn to water.

Let us be a little bit metaphysical here – just as we have fights going on between the races
on our realm and existence, so is the same true for any higher or lower realm of existence.
Which  means  that  a  mixed-blood  person,  mixed-race  person,  is  in  an  on-going  fight
between himself – his two sides of himself – the two mixes. Just as Communism is “uniting
everyone” under a lower level of existence, so is this mixing of blood adjusting the higher
to the lower – the communist mixture of the Blood essentially creates also a Communist
person. Therefore, you can’t mix anything in Blood as it isn’t water.

Another point is that water has its own system of existence, its own cycle – from rain, to
river,  from river to sea, and so forth.  The cycle of Blood is different – it  is  transferred
through the Mother to you, it cycles inside of you so that you may live and grow, and finally
dies with you when it stops flowing. The only way to continue its existence is to transfer it
again.  Imagine the responsibility we actually  have as a Race to keep this Blood
going on! We realize its potential, its beauty, its difference – its excellence – and now, in
the 21st century, we are being brainwashed to simply let it die – in every possible way.

Your child and your dog behave the way you teach them.

Good thing  that  Jews took over  the  education  of  our  children,  right?  Good thing  that
Jewish  “professors”  are  educating  our  kids  in  the  supposedly  high-end  levels  of  our
society. Why do we even wonder that for the first time ever in history there are so many
faggots, transgenders, social justice lunatics, marxists, communists, feminist, etc.? It can’t
be any other  way because Jews are educating them – they are teaching them to be
degenerate.  We  have  to  completely  abolish  the  current  educational  system  and
educate our kids from home. Let the Jews educate the Blacks, Mexicans and whatever
other  non-White  humanoid  they  want  to  –  we  must  make  sure  our  children  are  not
brainwashed.

Force and violence were given by God.
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An important lesson. We have been paralyzed into believing that we mustn’t  ever use
force again – yet whenever we are supposed to use it to further Jewish agendas – then it
is no problem. But, if we want to defend ourselves, make things right again – then it is evil.
Then  you  will  suddenly  have  thousands  of  Christians  preaching  tolerance,  love  and
whatever other nonsense you can come up with – but if Israel needs help – even the
priests are ready to pick up a god damn rocket launcher.

Human things are a Wheel.

Makes  you  wonder  about  the  Blacks  and  other  Races  who  never  invented  the
Wheel, doesn’t it? I mean, just picture this for a moment: You could observe the night sky
to see these round objects going around and you could eventually try to imitate them. Or
you could have pushed a god damn rock downhill  and see it  rotate.  You could  have
pushed the remains of a tree in order to see it go round and round – I’m really trying to
come up with the most dumb examples – but you would just eventually come up with the
idea of a circle moving on and would start to play with it. They didn’t even do that.

We built  our  whole  astronomical,  astrological  system around the Wheel.  Mathematics,
language, culture, nautics – everything. Even life itself became the philosophical aspect
behind cycles, wheels, eternity. And then came the Semitic book of Cucking and told us
that watching stars is Satanism, that astronomy and astrology are the work of the Devil,
that all our books have to be burned and destroyed – that observing Stars is Hereticism.
They  even  tell  you that  there  aren’t  any  stars,  you  are  just  imagining  things,  Goyim.
Nothing is moving, there is no such thing as a Wheel or a metaphysical representation of
reality  based  upon  it  –  no,  Goyim –  you  should  be  more  like  the  Africans  and  stop
hindering us from taking over the World. Watch some Hollywood movies and adopt some
of them. God bless you.

A constant guest is never welcome.

Well, I’ll be damned. Just as you wouldn’t like to have a god damn Jew or Muslim stick
around in your home forever, you shouldn’t like to have trillions of them sticking around
your nation either. But, this has a lot to do with our loss of racial feeling, our perception of
us  being  an  organism  that  is  experiencing  itself  individually.  We  lost  this  concept  –
brainwashed by the Jews. It is laughable how the Jews managed to trick our people – I
mean, we shouldn’t really even call it a trick, because once you are able to accept millions
of non-Whites into your nations from all over the planet just and only because someone is
shooting someone else in one single Nation/Land – then you are pretty much the dumbest
piece of shit on Earth.
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Those ISIS warriors are rampaging around Syria and no one is supposedly stopping them
– even the pro-White-Savior of the White Race-Putin-Russia didn’t stop them – so this
refugee bullshit story is supposedly never going to end – ever. Meanwhile, we got Africans,
Indians, even Chinese people coming to Europe. I guess every now and then a missile
ricochets in Syria to India and Somalia. And, these “guests” are here to stay. They aren’t
welcome in my book. And there is another, very simple reason for it :

An old enemy can’t become a friend.

Instead of learning social  justice,  these dumb ass marxist  leftist  Zombies should learn
about our European history, heritage and culture. Fucking Muslims have been attacking
Europe for over 1400 years. Even if they are killing each other in the Middle East – what
the hell  has that got to do with us? Understand it? One group of Muslims is attacking
another group of Muslims. But all Muslims attacked us for over 1400 years.

Why are you attempting to help them? Do you think that they suddenly changed? Did their
holy book change? Did the stuff written in it change? Why do you think the Jews changed?
Did the Bible or the Talmud change? Did the prophecy of creating a Jew World Order
change? Do you think that every single Jew who read the Bible and was raised as a
Jew isn’t dreaming about the Jew World Order? He probably even has a god damn
prayer in which he hopes that you will simply drop dead one day! No, they can never be
our friends, ever.

The tongue has no bones, yet it crushes bones.

Indeed – what the Jews accomplished with Communism should be taught in every single
kindergarten, let alone University.  What they did with preaching the Bible to Europe is
impossible to comprehend. It is unforgivable. If anything can be called a Serpent, then it is
the Jewish tongue, even the Mind. The moment they think of something, it is Poison and
Lie.

If you do not praise your own home, it will fall on you and squash you.

We pretty much are facing the reality of this proverb. Not only are we not praising our own
homes, families and nations, but also our whole collective Race. Movies are depicting our
racial  heroes  as  non-whites;  changing  our  history,  our  values,  our  facts.  Education  is
focusing entirely on erasing our culture and heritage. Religion destroyed all of our ancient
Wisdom  and  Knowledge  and  connection  to  the  Earth  and  Blood.  We  have  been
bombarded from all angles with lies, deceit and traitors – it is a miracle that we are even
standing anymore. It is a miracle that still, even in these darkest of our times, sane
minds and people are rising up and coming together.

He who doesn’t have a brain by twenty, shouldn’t expect one at thirty.

Again, Jews used this one as well – you finish education in your mid to late twenties – by
that time they pretty much know that they brainwashed you enough. And even if you ever
wake up, they also know that it will be far too late and that you will find yourself in a violent
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and alien environment – their controlled system – and that it will be impossible, for most
cases at least, to function properly afterwards.

A good wife makes a good husband.

The anti-semitic lifestyle in one single sentence. The Bible hates women; we love them.
The Bible wants to make them completely submissive – we love them to be free and
trustworthy. Well, the Abrahamic follower could try to transmute this proverb to his own
liking – the good wife is the one that is submissive, obedient and has a black eye from time
to time.  It  will  take us at  least  1 or  2  generations to  fix  the relationship between our
genders once more – to have the bonds that we once had. That pride, trust and love. But,
it will return. It must return.

He who governs his home, governs his life.

And who is governing our Nations? Who is therefore governing the collective Life of
our Organism, the White Race? Certainly not White people – because no White person
would say that the White Organism should be less White. No White person would give
non-Whites  benefits  that  eventually  would  destroy  the  White  people  within  its  own
Organism. No White person would constantly promote Race-Mixing with non-Whites. No
White  person  would  push non-Whites  into  moving  to  White  neighborhoods.  No  White
person would deliberately destroy and annihilate his own People. No, my friends – we are
not governed by White people. We are governed by Jews.

Honor is priceless and glad be he who has it.

As with every set of proverbs, honor is the most important word in them. I wonder what the
modern brainwashed marxist Zombie would even come up with as a definition of honor?
We should ask them, make a video about it  – going around and asking random
degenerates what honor is. Is it honorable to destroy one’s own people through diversity
and multi-culturalism? Is it honorable to lower the education so that non-whites can pass
tests? Is it honorable to feel guilt? Is it honorable to let non-Whites tell us within our own
White Nations what we should be doing? Is it honorable for you to call me a racist, nazi,
white supremacist, anti-semite if all I want is to preserve my People?

The best defense is good offense.

Indeed it is. But we aren’t using it currently. Not entirely, at least. Jews are using it – the
whole idea of “anti-semitism” is based on this saying. They just fucking attack you
back with these worthless words that have managed to mindfuck our People. The same
way they used Hell when preaching Christianity. The same way they used Heretic. The
same way they use Racist, Nazi, Sexist, even White male as of lately. They always come
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up with a stupid word that has to have a shocking element behind it – but – also notice,
they always have something ready for you to redeem yourself with.

Jesus offers you salvation. Converting saves you from Hereticism. Race-mixing lowers
your Racism level. Loving Jews makes you no Nazi. Being a faggot makes you no Sexist.
Killing yourself makes you no White male. Always remember – whenever you figure out
a Jewish system – look for it everywhere in your life. They never, ever change their
tactic. And the best source of figuring out Jewish systems is the Bible. Hell, anti-semitism
is part of the Bible :

Isaiah 54:17 – No weapon that is formed against you will prosper; And every tongue that
accuses you in judgment you will condemn. This is the heritage of the servants of the
LORD, And their vindication is from Me,” declares the LORD.

Ironically,  this  part  of  the  Bible  is  called  “Future  blessings  of  Zion”  by  modern  Bible
followers. Guess Christian Identity forgot this part of the Zion plan. On the other hand, they
call everyone who disagrees with them a Jew – so perhaps “Jew” is their own version of
anti-semitism.

Better late than never.

We woke up. It wasn’t easy. The challenges we face are incomprehensible; whenever we
attempt  to  dismantle  one  part  of  the  Jewish  beast,  another  part  of  it  grows.  We are
surrounded by Lies, Deceit, Traitors, Agents, masses of useless Zombies.  But, here we
are. This is it. We know it, we feel it. We breathe it. It can’t go any further, it must be
stopped. Our ancestors failed and whenever there was a chance to get rid of this Beast,
our own people failed those who were awake.

Nevertheless, we have the internet now, social media, connectivity which we could have
never hoped for – and while we can – we must use it relentlessly to spread the truth and
nothing but the truth. No slimy faggot tactics, no playing the jewish game, no trying to fix
things as our enemies expect it – we must be sharp, direct, fearless and angry. We must
hate for this one purpose, so that we may have love everlasting afterwards. We must be
unpredictable and unstoppable. We must aim for the head of the snake and get this shit
over with.

Our lifetime for the eternity of our People – what more honorable thing is there? And
you will live on for eternity as well, because our People will Remember you.
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